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Bat Gets Library Card 
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.or
g/latest-links/bat-gets-library-card-en
glish-museum/ 

The day could have gone much      
worse for a tiny bat that in November        
2018 found its way into the rare book        
store of the Museum of English      
Rural Life in Reading, England. The      
staff called Rose-Ann Movsovic, a     
retired librarian and MERL    
volunteer, who is also a licensed bat       
worker. Instead of shooing the     
injured bat out, the little mammal      
was identified (turns out it was a       
Nathusius’s pipistrelle, a fairly rare     
sighting in the UK) rehabilitated,     
nicknamed Merlin, and given a     
library card from the University of      
Reading. MERL shared updates on     
the bat’s health and activities on the       
museum’s official Twitter account. 

 
https://www.eurobats.org/bat_news/b
at_species_year_2015_nathusius’_pi
pistrelle_pipistrellus_nathusii 

The little bat may need a library card        
to fulfill its role as Bat Ambassador       
across Europe, or just to     
communicate with the locals as it      
migrates across the continent. The     
Nathusius’ pipistrelle species was    
selected as the first ever ‘Bat Species       
of the Year’ in 2015 by Batlife       
Europe. As part of this effort, over 30        
countries focused on promoting    
conservation issues and raising    
public awareness about this    

remarkable bat species. 

The distribution of Nathusius’    
pipistrelle covers vast parts of     
Europe and the whole area of      
EUROBATS Agreement. While the    
breeding areas of this species are      
located mainly in the north-eastern     
parts, it hibernates mainly in     
south-western or southern parts of     
Europe. 

Nathusius' pipistrelles have adapted    
to seasonal climatic changes,    
performing large-scale movements to    
escape harsh environmental   
conditions and low levels of food      
resources. Recovery data of banded     
bats highlight travel distances of up      
to 2,000 km. They show that      
populations from Central Europe,    
north Scandinavia, the Baltics and     
Russia leave breeding grounds and     
move northeast to west/southwest for     
their winter roosts in the     
Netherlands, in France, Switzerland    
and Italy. 

 

The minimum migratory speed has     
been estimated at approximately    
50-60 km/day and energetic demands     
of continuous flights are fulfilled     
using a 'mixed-fuel strategy’. This is      
based on a combination of directly      
metabolised dietary proteins from    
insects preyed upon whilst flying and      
fatty acids from body reserves.     
Acoustic surveys of ultrasound calls     
indicate that Nathusius' pipistrelles    
are crossing even the highest     
altitudes in the Alps, up to 3100 m        
above sea level. 

Dr Jasja Dekker, Chair of Batlife      
Europe, said: “Batlife Europe has     
chosen Nathusius’ pipistrelle as ‘Bat     
Species of the Year 2015’ because      

this fascinating species is not only a       
long distance migrant, but is     
threatened by the fast growing     
number of wind turbines on its      
migration flights. This species is     
especially vulnerable to increased    
mortality at on and off shore wind       
turbines. Nathusius' pipistrelles are    
even on top of the wind farm       
casualties’ statistics. Due to a lack of       
experience younger individuals are    
particularly at risk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2019 Annual ACS Meeting 

March 30th 

NSS Headquarters 

Fellow ACS Members, 

The 2019 Annual Alabama Cave     
Survey Meeting will be held on      
Saturday, March 30th at 9:00am     
Central Time. 

The location will be same as last       
year, the NSS Headquarters in     
Huntsville. We hope to make the      
acoustics a little better. The address      
is: 

6001 Pulaski Pike 
Huntsville, Alabama 35810 

In Google Maps, follow this link: 

https://goo.gl/maps/V7JyucdA1Ds  

Annual membership dues of $10 will      
be due at the meeting. You can mail        
dues directly to our treasurer at any       
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time though, at this address: 

Kristine Ebrey 
885 Woodall Point Rd. 
South Pittsburg, TN 37380 

This year, we are also officially      
offering lifetime memberships,   
which are 20 times the annual rate       
(so $200). 

As always, the ACS is looking for       
contributions from any member --     
whether it's a new map or info about        
a new cave or pit, or updated       
locations of existing data. You can      
send us contributions at any time, but       
for it to be included in the annual        
printout, please get it to us before       
March 1st. New or existing cave      
updates should be sent to Lin Guy at: 

elinguy10235@gmail.com 

We are also looking for a few good,        
short presentations on Alabama    
caves and caving, just let us know       
what you need ahead of time if you'd        
like to participate. We will also      
produce a very limited number of      
paper printouts this year. If you want       
one, please let us know soon. The       
price for the paper copy will be $25        
this year. 

The ACS Website is here: 

www.alabamacavesurvey.org 

Our mailing address is: 

Alabama Cave Survey 
610 Little Ridge Rd. NW 
Ft. Payne, AL 35967 

We will be changing the site-wide      
password on an annual basis now, so       
look for a new one soon. Your       
personal password will not change. 

We also have a few IMPORTANT      
QUESTIONS for you. There are     

many different ways to produce the      
annual reports and files and     
mapbooks these days, and we need to       
know what format works best for our       
membership. DVD? Thumb drive?    
Paper? Please help us by taking this       
EXTREMELY SHORT and   
ANONYMOUS survey, thanks. Just    
click on this link: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/JV
LVSMN 

Thanks, and we hope to see you soon        
at the NEW MEETING LOCATION     
at the NSS Headquarters in     
Huntsville, March 30th at 9:00am     
Central Time! 

-- Your ACS Executive Board 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Neversink 
February 2, 2019 
By Harold Calvert 

The first trip we took this month was        
a return to Neversink. I had an       
invitation from a friend in Tennessee      
to go there if I wanted to. I had just          
been a few weeks earlier, but the       
weather was going to be nice and I        
didn't have plans. So Neversink it      
was. Even though I had just been       
there, I can always enjoy a trip to        
bounce my favorite pit. 

A few of us from the area met the         
Tennessee group at the parking lot. I       
was glad that there was no sign of        
our guest from a few weeks before.       
Last time we were there, we ran into        
a wild boar. Not a good thing! He        
was a big one also. I was glad that he          
was preoccupied by a dog that was       
not happy about him being there. No       
sign of him on this trip, but I kept         
watch for him. 

When we got to the pit, there were        
enough of us that we put down two        
ropes. We all took our turns      
rappelling, and most of us would      
tandem out each time. That saved      
some time and gave everybody time      
for more rappels. We each got at       
least two, I think I got 3 or 4. 

 
Harold rigging rope, Neversink, Jan     
2019 

With it still being winter, dark comes       
early, so we pulled ropes to try and        
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be back at the cars before dark.  

That's where we ran into a problem.       
There was a guy on the trail with a         
rifle. He was not happy. 

He told us, “I am the landowner here,        
and this is not your trail.” It was        
explained to him that the SCCI owns       
Neversink pit and access to it. It’s       
hard to argue with a guy and his rifle.  

Neversink, Jan 2019 

He again said, “I own the land on        
both sides of the trail to the pit, and         
this is not the trail that you can use.” 

I replied, “I have been going to this        
pit for 25 years, and have gone on        
this trail every time I have been       
there.” 

“Not anymore,” was the reply. 

We discussed the problem with     
SACCI officials, they went up and      
marked the appropriate trail for us to       
now use. 

 

Frick’s Cave 
February 9, 2019 
By Harold Calvert 

The next trip for the month was to        
Frick’s Cave in Georgia. It is an       
SCCI owned cave and is closed to       
protect the bat population there. They      
open it one day each year to let        
members see the cave. They also      
have a cookout for us, if you get        

there before it’s all gone. We learned       
to eat first, then do the cave!  

This cave is always wet, I had never        
been there and did not know what to        
expect. They also tell us that the       
water flows through from outside     
sources, so it is extra cold in the        
winter, and it was expected to be real        
cold this day. I layered up, and took a         
wet suit just in case. 

After a short hike, we made it to the         
cave entrance, where we found an      
official checkpoint. They took our     
name, and checked to see that we had        
our permits in order. They also      
checked that our stuff was clean as       
required by the SCCI. Past this, we       
proceeded to the entrance, where     
there is a small stream flowing out of        
the cave. 

Once inside, they had signs telling us       
where to go, and to be quiet because        
of the bats. I was disappointed that       
we only saw a few bats. I had        
expected many. 

We were able to stay mostly dry,       
only getting our feet wet going back       
to where there were some upper cave       
levels. Most of us went up and       
looked around in the upper rooms. 

Kuenn decided to go low. He saw a        
few more bats, and went back as far        
as having to belly crawl in water,       
then headed out. 

The cave was pulling air into the       
cave, and all we could smell was       
hamburgers on the grill… Like I      
said, eat first! I got there just in time         
to see the last hamburger leave. The       
grill guy said I can make you a        
grilled cheese if you like. Not quite       
the same, but I was hungry so it had         
to do. 

 

Frick’s Cave 
February 9, 2019 

By Chuck Tice 

It was an early start for the       
Montgomery folks, with most being     

up by 4:30am. The temperatures     
hovered in the high 30's to low 40's        
for most of the drive up. We met the         
Cullman group in Trenton before     
going up the mountain. 

There was a large crowd at Frick's       
Cave with it being SCCi Member      
Appreciation Day. Hamburgers and    
hot-dogs were available along with a      
large assortment of sweets and other      
items. The food quickly disappeared     
the closer to noon it became. 

I had been warned how cold and wet        
Frick's had been in the past. After       
seeing it in person, the concerns I       
had built up in my head were       
exaggerated. There are options    
depending on how far in you wish to        
go and which direction. Just getting      
over a serious cold, I chose a path        
avoiding all water deeper than 6      
inches. I did make it up a large hill to          
find a "very" sizable pile of guano --        
great times!! 

We were back out of the cave       
reasonably early to join Robert West      
and mingle with the crowd. Then, to       
finish out the day, our group made it        
back down the mountain to eat at the        
We had already made an alternate      
plan to go to cedar ridge crystal. We        
offered the group to go with us, if        
they were interested. The scouts said      
they would rather go to tumbling      
rock so they could get dirty wet and        
muddy. I guess pretty cave     
formations don't appeal to teenage     
boys like mud and water does. 

Mexican restaurant in Trenton. Great     
group, great fun!! 

 

Limrock Cave 
February 16, 2019 

By Harold Calvert 

Photos by Jelene Franklin 

Our last trip for the month was going        
to be Limrock Cave, with the      
Montgomery Grotto. Chuck had    
contacted me early in the week, and       
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asked if I wanted on the permit. Of        
course, I do! I had a couple of new         
cavers that I needed to get      
underground, and this would be a      
good start for them. 

We met at the usual place,      
McDonalds in Guntersville. Once    
everybody was there, the herd left      
out for Limrock. 

Pulling into the parking area, we      
were met by scout leaders and a trip        
leader from Huntsville. He came     
over and introduced himself, told us      
he was taking the scouts in today. I        
questioned this immediately. We had     
passed by the drainage for the cave,       
and it was flowing heavily. He said       
we only had one inch of rain, and it         
would be fine. Maybe for a bunch of        
experienced cavers, but not for new      
people or scouts! I told him he better        
go take a look at the entrance before        
making a decision. Before we could      
get to the entrance, he had already       
gathered the leaders to discuss other      
plans. I thought he would change his       
mind. 

 
Flooded entrance to Limrock Cave. 
 

 
Discussing alternate plans. 

 

 
 

Cedar Ridge Crystal Cave 
A Little History 

https://cedarridgecrystal.weebly.com/
a-little-history.html 

Located on the St. Louis Limestone      
Formation, Cedar Ridge Crystal, has     
no natural entrance. When Interstate     
24 was built in the 60's (the cave was         
announced in an NSS newsletter in      
1969), blasting removed a large     
section of the hill while making way       
for the roads. After blasting away for       
the road, a gaping hole was revealed.       
Turns out, a cave system had formed       
in Cedar Ridge, much like a geode.       
Even more like a geode was that       
inside this cave. Just 40 feet of       
passage past the entrance, crystals     
grow out of the walls, floor, and       
ceiling. Jypsin crystals, soda straws,     
bacon, and shields to be more      
precise. 

To keep people from destroying the      
beautiful formations inside, a gate     
was placed past the first room.      
Locals soon destroyed that by     
chaining the gate to a big truck of        
some kind, and then ripping it out of        
the cave. The Chattanooga Grotto     
then put a new steel door up, in        
concrete. The lock was picked. The      
Chattanooga Grotto proceeded to    
replace the lock with a bigger lock.       
Then the locals took a blow torch to        
the door, cutting through the half      
inch thick metal. Last, but not least,       
dynamite was placed under the     
concrete that surrounded the door     
and the entire thing was blown to       
bits.  

This got old. Finally, Chattanooga     
Grotto put in place the current door:       
one and a half foot thick concrete,       
with a steel bar grid inside, hooked       
firmly into the ceiling of the first       
room. A special door that cannot be       
cut by anything but industrial cutting      
machines was installed. The door is      
inverted, with an arm hole. This arm       
hole goes in, and from there, the       
un-pickable padlock must be    
reached. It is purposefully awkward     

to insert the key with one hand, and        
then push the very heavy door open.       
Sliding through has its own     
limitations, but if you are under 380       
pounds, you'll most likely fit (no      
offense).  

Only three keys into the cave exist,       
and they are protected by the      
Chattanooga Grotto. 

 

Cedar Ridge Crystal Cave 
February 16, 2019 

By Mike Huff 
Photos by Jelene Franklin and Mike Huff 

On Feb 16th, the Montgomery and      
Cullman Grottos planned their    
monthly trip to Limrock Cave. It was       
Chuck and his daughter Elle, Jelene,      
Terri and the Huffs from MGM and,       
Harold, Mandy and Jeff, and two      
new folks from Cullman. 

Unfortunately, with all the recent     
rain, the water levels coming out of       
the cave made it too sketchy to enter        
the cave. Luckily for us, Harold had       
a backup cave in mind, and even had        
the forethought to get the gate key.       
The cave he had in mind was Cedar        
Ridge Crystal, which is just outside      
Chattanooga. We had to put in a bit        
of extra driving to get there, but isn't        
that how it usually is. 

The first thing you notice about the       
cave is that it is literally on the side         
of the road, with little to no parking.        
Since it was a back country road,       
there wasn't much traffic, but you      
couldn't get a cave any closer to the        
road without being a pothole. 

The second thing you notice is the       
massive concrete wall that housed     
the cave entrance gate. It looks like       
something out of Normandy! 
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Elle Tice, making it look easy! 

The cave itself is short, with a single        
passage to a large room with multiple       
alcoves to explore. What makes it so       
impressive is the sheer number of      
delicate features that line the main      
room. I don't think I've ever seen so        
many soda straws in one spot. We       
spent several hours exploring the hall      
and admiring the uniqueness of it all.       
We noted the many crystalline     
features and a wide array of bacon       
strips. No bats were seen, but we did        
see plenty of small black     
salamanders. It didn't take long to      
explore the cave before we were      
back on the road again. 

All in all a great trip and I hope to          
see it again. 

  

Cedar Ridge Crystal Cave 

February 16, 2019 

  

By Harold Calvert 

Photos by Jelene Franklin 

We headed out for Cedar Ridge. This       
cave is right off of a side road in         
Tennessee, and is heavily gated to      
protect the cave. Once you get inside,       
you will understand why. It is      
probably the most decorated cave I      
have ever seen, especially in such a       
short area. The entire cave is well       
decorated with soda straws and     

columns, just about anything you     
could expect in a cave. 

It’s not a big cave, but you can spend         
hours there taking pictures and video.      
We spent a couple of hours there.       
The new people really enjoyed it. I       
think it was a good choice for our        
new cavers. After exiting, we went to       
Scottsboro for some good food and      
tall tales. Sometimes, the socializing     
is the best part. It brings the group        
together. 

 

As is a tradition with the Cullman       
and Montgomery Grottos, nobody    
left without someone giving the     
spoken word, "Let us go down from       
this place". And so we leave, with       
new tales to tell, pictures to show,       
and new friends that now become      
family. 
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Frick’s Cave Preserve 

Member     Appreciation 
Day 

Photos by Kuenn Drake 
 
Frick’s Cave in Georgia is the      
summer home of over 10,000     
endangered gray bats, Georgia’s only     
known population of the rare     
Tennessee cave salamander, and 33.8     
acres of north Georgia karstland.     
Without a doubt, Frick’s is Georgia’s      
richest biologic spelean environment.    
It is one of only two gray bat caves         
in Georgia. The cave is in Walker       
County on the eastern flank of      
Lookout Mountain. 
 
SCCi took ownership at the closing      
on June 10, 1997. Financing for this       
acquisition was provided by the     
Georgia Chapter of The Nature     
Conservancy. Additional support   
was provided by the Georgia     
Department of Natural Resources. 
 
Frick’s Cave is closed to all      
visitation, except as authorized by     
the SCCi board, due to the presence       
of the endangered bats and     
salamanders. Member Appreciation   
Day at Fricks Cave Preserve occurs      
for one day annually when the cave       
is open to SCCi members and guests       
as a way of expressing gratitude. 
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Minutes of the Meeting of 
the Cullman Grotto of the 

National Speleological 
Society 

Monday, February 4, 2019 
 
The regular monthly meeting of the      
Cullman Grotto of the National     
Speleological Society was called to     
order at 7:40 pm by Harold Calvert,       
Chairman.  Eleven were present. 

The minutes from the December     
meeting were read. Motion was made      
that the minutes be accepted as read       
by David Drake, seconded by Harold      
Calvert. Approved as read. 

The treasurer’s report was given. 

Announcements 

Grotto dues are payable now. 

Editor requests trip reports, photos, 
etc. for The Flowstone. 
  
The librarian has the holy grail of 
caving books. You can look at it but 
cannot check it out because it is not 
the property of the grotto. 
  
SERA will be held May 2-5 in Union 
Grove, Alabama. 
  
NSS Convention will be held June 
17-21 in Cookville, Tennessee. 
  
Old Business  

Grotto 25th Anniversary will be 
combined with the annual picnic at 
Palisades Park. It will be held in May 
or June. Harold Calvert will check on 
available dates at the park. 
  
 
 

 
 
New Business  

February grotto trip will be to 
Truck's Cave on February 9th. 
  
Trip reports were given. 
  
The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 
p.m. 
  
After the business meeting the     
presentation was a National    
Geographic special on Mountain    
River Cave. 
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